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Bittwatt platform
A smart solution for energy supply, billing and balancing.
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Total market cap
USD
$215,452,365,608.00

EUR
€185,215,780,618.00

Total volume 24h
USD
$9,649,449,098.00

EUR
€8,295,245,412.00

Bittwatt volume 24h
USD
$61.25

EUR
€52.65

Price direction
1h
-0.34%

24h
-11.03%

Active markets
13,547





payment
P2P settlements
Bittwatt enables fast, transparent and trustworthy settlements between market participants. Based on consumer profiles, Bittwatt matches demand with market offers at every hour of every day. Several changes are trending in the crypto market. The latest coins such as the IMPT token are gaining popularity among traders. Traders can check crypto blogs to find out how to buy IMPT tokens safely.


cloud
Smart demand-response supply
Bittwatt uses artificial intelligence in order to learn and adapt to what the grid is telling it. It is notable that this AI works similarly to the AI that backs the trading bots like BitIQ. BitIQ bot 2022 is nothing but a robust auto trading robot that works automatically to generate profits for users through its sophisticated algorithm. It enables a demand-response system that streamlines supply for all parties, from power plants to smart consumers.


assignment_turned_in
Commercial platform
Bittwatt integrates regulatory information and data shared between energy suppliers, grid operators and smart consumers – bridging the broader software ecosystem and real-world businesses.
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English
Română

Language



EUR / Euro
RON / Romanian leu
USD / United States Dollar
GBP / Pound sterling

Currency






Bittwatt Pte. Ltd. is a private company incorporate in Singapore
under the Companies Act, on and from 13/10/2017 and the company is an Exempt Private Company Limited by Shares.

U.E.N : 201729551Z,
Address: 22 North Canal Road, Singapore



